The paper outlines a distinction between several allied notions related to intersemioticity, polysemioticity and translation, with examples pertaining to the indicated categories. It begins with an overview of how Roman Jakobson's concept of intersemiotic translation has been re-interpreted and broadened to account for more types of transformations and for new modes of expression. Secondly, the non-identity of referentiality and transmutation is indicated. Next, the notion of intersemiotic complementation is proposed for instances that involve adding a new code to an existing work, rather than changing its code. A distinction is also drawn between intersemiotic translation and intersemiotic aspects or contexts of interlingual translation (of a polysemiotic work or of a verbal text which refers to non-discursive media). It is emphasized that it is this last category that deserves the attention of translation scholars, and some particular areas of interest are enumerated.
in the Introduction to the 1998 Routledge Encyclopedia of Translation Studies, Mona Baker noticed that surprisingly little investigation had been conducted on the nature of intersemiotic translation, and that Jakobson's triadic division only "alert [s] us to the possibility of such things as intersemiotic and intralingual translation, but we do not make any genuine use of such classifications in our research " (1998: xvii) . Later, Teresa Tomaszkiewicz restated the scarcity of studies of the nature of transmutation, despite the developments in the theorizing of new media and the new forms of translation connected to them (2006: 65-66) .
In recent years, among other enquiries into the subject, a comprehensive semiotic classification of translation was proposed by Henrik Gottlieb (2007) . Nonetheless, terminological inconsistencies in the discipline are perceptible, which, in turn, can lead to misunderstandings and add to the difficulties in the research. For instance, Tomaszkiewicz cites an example of an intralingual translation being called intersemiotic (2006: 68) , while Chiara Morriconi, when writing about the same work being rendered into a different language and into a painting, applies the label "transmutation" to both processes (2014: 62) . Even if terms in a given discipline are not neologisms but derive from previous usage -like "translation" and equivalents of this word in many languages -still, in a terminological framework they should be used in an accurate and consistent manner. Otherwise, there will still occur what Edward Balcerzan calls "terminological disturbances in translatology" (2011: 309, terminologiczne zakłócenia translatologii) .
Despite the developments in translation studies, certain phenomena at the interface of translation and semiotics have not been defined unambiguously and with due precision. Therefore, the aim of the present paper is to sketch the distinction between several allied and complementary notions related to intersemioticity, polysemioticity and translation and to illustrate it with examples pertaining to the proposed categories. I postulate that the use of the notion of "intersemiotic translation" be limited in accordance with the name, i.e. exclusively to phenomena of a translational nature and ones that occur between sign systems. This is in no way meant to limit the field of research, but to make it more specific, as will be expounded in the last section. Furthermore, the notions of semiotic complementation and of intersemiotic aspects of translation are put forward.
The starting points will be concepts developed so far and present in current discourse. My propositions will be formulated in an interaction with them. I only remark in advance that my understanding of translation relies on the following premises: translation presupposes a change of code (consequently, something which remains within the same sign system cannot be an instance of translation), with the preservation of some kind of equivalence, which will, however, be defined differently for various kinds of intersemiotic translation, in view of a varying level of homology between the languages of particular arts; translation represents the original (replaces it in the target reception) and it has a single basis.
Intersemiotic translation
Roman Jakobson's concept of intersemiotic translation or transmutation has been eagerly embraced across the humanities, and his understanding of translation is perceived as flexible (Clüver 1989: 75) . Since 1959, however, new modes of expression have emerged in culture (e.g. computer games), and new types of translation accompany them (e.g. localization). Due to the dynamic developments in both spheres, the concept of transmutation has been subject to re-interpretations and redefinitions in semiotic studies as well as in translation studies. The explosion of new cultural phenomena has also lead to an overuse of Jakobson's term and to the blurring of its scope.
To begin with, determining what is and what is not an instance of intersemiotic translation is made more difficult by the scarcity of the original definition. The term that proved so often cited had been introduced almost in passing: Jakobson defines it as "interpretation of verbal signs by means of signs of nonverbal sign systems" (1959/2000: 114) and then provides very general examples of such a transformation: "intersemiotic transposition -from one system of signs into another, e.g., from verbal art into music, dance, cinema, or painting" (1959/2000: 118) .
The transformations explicitly named by Jakobson account for the following types of transmutation (unless stated otherwise, examples throughout the paper are mine -M.K.):
-from word to music -programme music (instrumental), e. The "target" semiotic systems enumerated in the definition also include cinema. Jakobson thus tacitly concedes that the result of the transformation may not only be a change of semiotic system, but also the emergence of a multi-code, 1 polysemiotic 2 work -like a film. This probably stems from the fact that cinema from its early days has been treated as an art with its own distinctive, if syncretic, "language" (cf. e.g. Stam, Burgoyne, Flitterman--Lewis 2005: 29ff; Del Grosso 2008: 9-10) . In any event, this stance has been embraced both in film studies and in semiotics: film adaptations of literature have been called intersemiotic translations and approached as such (among others : Hopfinger 1974; Cattrysse 1992; Del Grosso 2008 1 Nonetheless, in another text he stressed that the study of communication should distinguish between homogeneous messages (using one semiotic system) and syncretic ones -composed of different kinds of signs (Jakobson 1971: 705) .
2 Due to the perspective adopted, what is of interest for me in the present paper is the fact that a work is constituted by a certain number of codes; consequently, I use the descriptions "multicode" and "polysemiotic" (or "bi-semiotic"), which apply to the cases described here. I consciously renounce numerous other terms in circulation, such as "audiovisual," "audiomedial," "multimedial" or "multimodal."-informing, prohibiting, commanding, warning by way of conventional pictograms (cf. Tomaszkiewicz 2006: 86-96) ; -replacing verbal text with graphic signs (punctuation marks) -as a manifestation of conceptual translation (Brzostowska-Tereszkiewicz 2016: 176-179) .
As can be noticed, also from the examples so far, Jakobson's proposition is unidirectional: it only envisages translating from a human language into a non-verbal code. Hence, Jorge Díaz Cintas postulated extending the definition of intersemiotic translation onto the interpretation of nonverbal signs by verbal ones, so that it covered phenomena such as audio description (Díaz Cintas, Desblache 2007; see also Díaz Cintas 2005: 4) . Actually, a theoretical framework that assumed unrestricted directionality had already existed. In 1986 Gideon Toury postulated a general binary division into intersemiotic translation (which involves a change of code) and intrasemiotic translation-within the scope of one system of signs (cf. Balcerzan's conclusion to the same effect, 2011: 303). Jakobson's intra-and interlingual translation would both then be branches of the intrasemiotic (Toury 1986 (Toury : 1114 Moreover, by criticizing Jakobson's division as being "readily applicable only to texts", Toury (1986 Toury ( : 1113 implicitly admits cases of "translation" in which (pure) language code is not involved on either side. This would account for extending the notion of transmutation over still more types of transformations:
-from a graphic novel into a film, e. However, the broadening of the scope of the term should apparently end here. Already the last two categories (music ↔ visual arts) could perhaps be more appropriately classified as mutual inspirations rather than translations, in view of the distant homologies between the languages of those arts. Admittedly, Gottlieb is willing to consider them translations because he proposes a broad category of inspirational translation (2007: 36-37, 39 ). Yet in his framework this class is defined not in absolute terms, but relatively, in opposition to "conventionalized translation " (2007: 36-37, 39) , from which it differs inasmuch as its relation to the original "is more free and less predictable " (2007: 37) . Not only are the criteria of division far from specific, but also the categorization -displayed in a table (2007: 39) -is rather controversial: it remains unclear why live reporting of a football game on the radio should be more "inspired" than dubbing or subtitling a film, both of which are categorized as "conventional," sharing this status not only with interlingual translation, but also with a number of processes which exemplify a mere transcoding (e.g. transcription between various alphabets in the framework of intralingual translation, or musical notation). Moreover, the mutual translatability of music and visual arts has not been substantiated or exemplified in Gottlieb's paper. To go back to the issue of the capacity of the notion under discussion, like Michał Pawica (1996) , Harish Trivedi (2005 ), or Edward Balcerzan (2011 , I am distrustful of catachrestic uses of the term "translation" with reference to phenomena which are not translations. And I do not mean metaphorical uses or ones which relate to, say, translation as "transferring," but academic utterances concerning translation as the subject of translation studies. In this context, it is symptomatic that Henry G. Schogt dissociates himself from the "loose usage" of this notion with reference to "translating" the artist's feelings and experience into an artistic message (1986: 1107, in the article preceding Toury's considerations cited above). Meanwhile, Jakobson's synonym "transmutation" provokes even translation (!) scholars to call such phenomena as "transmigration of souls (including gender transformations)" (Pánková, Beebee 2013, n. pag.) , among others, instances of intersemiotic translation. But then -to go back to the definition -translation consists in interpreting signs by means of other signs; consequently, it must occur between semiotic systems. Therefore, such phenomena as "migrancy, exile or diaspora," are not translations, as justly pointed out by Trivedi (2005 Trivedi ( /2007 , even though they may well put the experiencing subject in situations requiring translation.
Therefore, the broadening of the understanding of intersemiotic translation -which will doubtlessly continue, in order to cover new translation activities and new or re-discovered fields of academic interest -should only include such phenomena as occur between semiotic systems. If everything "translates" into everything else, the concept becomes so blurred that it loses its methodological applicability. "Everything is translation"? -beautiful as a metaphor, ineffective as an analytical tool.
Factors complicating the semiotic status of a work. Intertextuality
Discussing and typologizing the phenomenon of transmutation is complicated by a number of factors, which influence the semiotic and semantic complexity of works and of their transformations. For instance, focusing on the creative process, rather than on the final work, can lead to perceiving a multicode work, like a film or a comic book, as a product of a sui generis translation in the sense of executing a script (cf. e.g. Gonçalves de Assis 2015: 251-252).
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A studied work may also result from an operation consisting of several stages. For example, the animated film Dante's Inferno, directed by Victor Cook and others, was made on the basis of Jonathan Night's computer game, losing on the way any closer affinity with The Divine Comedy.
6 Not infrequently, intersemiotic translation relies on interlingual mediation -among the examples cited above this is illustrated by Dziewczyny z kalendarza, a Polish theatrical performance based on an English-language film, or by The Exterminating Angel, with an English libretto despite its Spanish origin. To interpret both situations, it may prove helpful to employ an element of the conceptual framework devised by Carlo Testa for film adaptations or, in this author's terminology, for re-creations (2002: 4-13 and passim). Among other types, Testa distinguishes mediated re-creations, i.e. ones filtered through "an intermediate epiphany" of other works (2002: 18, 123-158) . It is striking that in this context the scholar does not mention interlingual translations at all, despite the fact that he is studying the relations of Italian cinema with European literature written in various languages. For him, Francesco Rosi's film Carmen (1984) , for example, is a mediated re-creation not because of the change of the language code (from Mérimée's French original), but because the transformation relies on an earlier operatic transposition by Georges Bizet (Testa 2002: 19 , the analysis of the film: 125-142).
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There is a further factor that complicates any typology, namely references to other works, pertaining to the same or to another semiotic system. When a verbal text refers to another one, this is normally classified as intertextuality, even if the relation encompasses the text in its entirety, as is the case with a travesty or parody. Thus, Tom Stoppard's play Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead is not perceived as a "translation" of Shakespeare's Hamlet. If so, the conclusion should naturally extend to, say, a poem which takes as its subject a painting: intermedial allusions give it a referential but not a translational character.
In view of the existing, well-established terminology there is no need to call, for instance, William Carlos Williams' "Landscape with the Fall of Icarus" a "transmutation" of Brueghel's painting (although the definition with no restriction on the direction makes such an approach possible). Some scholars argue, however, that employing the concept of "inter semiotic translation" instead of "ekphrasis" is more effective analytically and offers broader interpretative possibilities (cf. Wysłouch 2007: 503) . Yet the limited applicability of such a move becomes apparent in the case of texts referring to several art objects at once, like Auden's "Musée des Beaux Arts" -it is the category of intertextuality that comes to the fore then (I will return to this issue, also in the context of Testa's typology). Moreover, there exist fictitious ekphrases, which could not be called translations for lack of "originals" (certainly, there is a parallel to them in translation studies in the concept of "pseudotranslations," nonetheless, in both cases we are dealing with mystification). Finally, while a specification of an object in a museum's collection might be a pure "transposition" from the visual code into verbal signs, 8 literary texts will take works of art as a starting point for reflection and not aim at (re)presenting the source. That is why interpreting ekphrases in a translational paradigm can lead to paradoxes, as when Claus Clüver diagnoses a poem as a transmutation on the basis of… divergences from the source work (1989: 71) ; consequently, what he takes as an indicator of translational nature is a criterion evidently at odds with the commonsensical understanding of translation.
Furthermore, intrasystemic phenomena, such as musical quotations in music or painterly references in paintings, also alert one to the difference between intertextuality and translation. Let me name, e.g., Rachmaninoff's Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini, op. 43 
(reproductions of a moustached and bearded Mona Lisa, a series initiated in 1919), or Raymond Gosin's geometric "remembrances" from the history of art titled Me Moirs (2012). They are instances of various relations of an allusive nature occurring between works belonging to the same semiotic system. Robert Stam, Robert Burgoyne and Sandy Flitterman-Lewis deploy precisely the category of intertextuality (together with transtextuality) to characterize the referential and self-referential practices in cinema (2005: 207-215) , while the discourses of the particular disciplines have embraced labels such as "intermusicality," or "intervisuality." At the same time, Toury's typology offers a possibility to classify such works "of second degree" as intrasemiotic translations 9 -at this point a question arises about the boundary dividing the act of quoting within the same sign system from intrasemiotic translation. The issue of intertextuality will be revisited in a further section of the paper.
(Inter)Semiotic complementation Furthermore, there are phenomena which do not fit Jakobson's definition of transmutation since they imply adding a new code to an existing work instead of changing its code. Consequently, composing music for a poem to form a song is not an intersemiotic translation but rather a semiotic complementation. For instance, when the melody composed by Michael Kamen is added to the pre-existing text of William Shakespeare's sonnet, the two layers together form a new bi-semiotic entity, which in itself is not of a translational nature.
Admittedly, in After Babel George Steiner analyses six musical versions (by five composers) of Margarethe's song from Faust as if they were translations (1975/1998: 419-423) . However, he makes beforehand a distinction analogous to what I propose here: between transmutation and combination (1975/1998: 415) .
10 A composer's work in creating a score that would achieve "equity" with respect to the lyrics (1975/1998: 422) is an act of intersemiotic translation, because it is essentially the same as a transposition into purely instrumental music (and Steiner draws interesting analogies with translation proper 11 ). Even if one agrees with Steiner that the process is (or 9 For instance, George Steiner apparently treats in that way Chaim Soutine's The Skate, which repeats the composition of Chardine's still life of the same title (Steiner 1975 (Steiner /1998 .
10 Although he calls "possibly a twofold translation" a work where music was set to a translated text (1975/1998: 419) .
11 Trust, appropriation, incorporation and restitution as phases of both processes; the means available to a composer (key, rhythm, instrumentation) correspond to means available to a translator; a series of compositions to the same text -a translation series of the rather: sometimes is) a translation, still, the result of this process is not: the "translated" music complements the text and a new bi-semiotic text/work emerges. The product is of the same nature as when a work is from the outset created as consisting of more than one layer: an (original) song, opera, comic book, etc. The difference between translation and complementation can be represented in the following scheme: The non-translational nature of the act of adding music is also demonstrated by unsuccessful musicalizations. Anna Barańczak points to cases of infelicitous combinations of music with a pre-existing text, e.g. two settings to poems by Cyprian Kamil Norwid -W Weronie set by Andrzej Kurylewicz, and Bema pamięci żałobny rapsod set by Czesław Niemen (Barańczak 1983: 42, 141) . Although the author does not employ such terms, it follows from her argumentation that the failure of these compositions consists precisely in the fact that the composers did not "translate" the verbal layer. On the other hand, the continued presence of these songs in Polish culture proves that they were not obliged to do so: the melodic lines unquestionably remain in a relation with the poetic texts as their (inter)semiotic complementations. Neither does Erik Redling employ the notion of translation in the part of his article concerned with creating songs by setting poems to music (2015: 419-422) .
By the same token, illustrations accompanying a text do not constituteat least not by definition -its transmutation, but its complementation. To be precise: a specific illustration, or a graphic work, may be an intersemiotic translation of some episode or of condensed features or elements of a verbal text. Nonetheless, illustrating as an activity is not of a translational nature and illustrations are not translations in their essence or generically. I here take a stand against the outlook presented by Katarzyna Lukas: "A typical case of intersemiotic translation is an illustration in a literary work" (2013, same source text; the necessity to choose the tradition according to which one interprets/ composes; the risk of misreading the "original"; the text being possibly manipulated; "improving" on the original; a great setting means an added value, as an outstanding translation does (Steiner 1975 (Steiner /1998 n. pag.; trans. mine-M.K.). I renew the reservation made with reference to Steiner's examples -there are some musicalizations and some illustrations which strive to "translate" the verbal text, yet neither composing (musical setting) nor illustrating is a creative act of a translational nature. Let us take illustrations as an exemplary phenomenon; that is to say, the reflections presented below can be extrapolated to analogous forms of complementation. Arguments to be substantiated and developed will be grounded in the following premises:
1. Illustrations -in principle -do not function separately (they are meant to coexist with the text, not to represent it).
2. Illustrations do not replace the text. 3. Illustrations are not subject to the requirement of equivalence. 4. Their relation with the text is not necessarily a unique one.
As can be seen, to test the nature of illustrations I intend to refer to some features which are typically attributed to translation and best epitomized by the interlingual one, i.e. "translation proper."
Ad. 1. One of translation's characteristics is that it represents its original for the target recipients, and this function (cf. Ad. 3. Prototypically, translation is defined by notions such as equivalence, adequacy, faithfulness of some sort, however distrustful towards the concept(s) scholars may have become. For the sake of the present verification, let me assume that translation is a creation expected to be equivalent.
14 Such an assumption has also been made with respect to transmutation, e.g. Maryla Hopfinger clearly appeals to the criteria of adequacy when defining film adaptation "as transposing the meanings of a message formulated in one semiotic system in such a way as to achieve a message whose senses will be concurrent with the senses of the translated 13 Clüver justly observes, however, that for illiterate recipients its contents became intelligible only thanks to oral verbal commentaries (1989: 57).
14 One could contend that intersemiotic translation is in principle a "free" one and any equivalence between, e.g., music and painting can only be purely conventional. Yet there is a range of arguments against this claim. First and foremost, it undermines the very concept of transmutation as a type of translation; it would mean subscribing to Émile Benveniste's view that signs pertaining to various semiotic systems are not mutually convertible and that between the systems only a certain homology may obtain, and an arbitrary one at that (1969: 9) . Secondly, and contrary to Benveniste's statements, George Steiner (in the fragment of After Babel already referred to) so as to have the right to treat musicalizations as translations, indeed looks for adequacy between Goethe's words and the musical means employed by the composers: in terms of tone, formal composition, orchestration, etc. (1975/1998: 419-423 ). Thirdly, a transmutation which strikes the recipients as inadequate with respect to the original, may be -and more often than not is-perceived as a failed translation, not as a non-translation. Film scholars also underscore this: McFarlane, for instance, mentions an inclination of "the general film-viewer" to compare adaptations with their literary sources, "usually to the film's disadvantage" (1996: 23).
[source] message, thanks to selecting the most appropriate signs from another sign system and the most suitable combination thereof" (1974: 21, trans. mine-M.K.).
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As for illustration, it may be abstract or it may not derive from the text in any way. It can be inserted into a publication for embellishment, or even arbitrarily. Take the poem La Prose du Transsibérien et de la Petite Jehanne de France by Blaise Cendrars, originally (in 1913) published with stencil prints by Sonia Delaunay-Terk. It is, arguably, the first book in which the text and the visual layer play equally important parts (Markowski 2007: 314) . Delaunay's abstract compositions by no means "translate" the poem, nor the other way round. Autonomous contributions in their own right, the layers complement each other.
True enough, in children's literature an illustration is expected to be suited to the words which it accompanies (cf. e.g. Adamczyk-Garbowska 1988: 159; Oittinen 2000: 100-114; Liseling Nilsson 2012: 233) : the appearance of the characters should comply with that given in the descriptive passages of the text, there should not be any elements contradicting the verbal layer (e.g. anachronistic). Nonetheless, Joseph H. Schwarcz names as the possible relations between text and illustrations in this genre both congruence (with possible reduction, elaboration, complementation) and deviation -the aim of which may be to counterpoint the words (1982: 14-18) . 16 Thus, even in this field, where conformity with the verbal text is a strong theoretical and critical postulate, illustrating can hardly be unequivocally understood as an activity implying equivalence.
Józef Wilkoń, an eminent Polish illustrator, openly distances himself from the concept of illustrating as translating. He stresses that his work is "parallel" to the writer's and likens it to musical accompaniment (2009-2010: 299) , a metaphor clearly concurrent with the concept of complementation proposed here. Although conceding that the task of creating "an adequate illusion" accounts for a certain similarity between an illustrator and a translator (2009-2010: 306) , 17 Wilkoń also postulates that illustrating should not be literal; the closer it clings to the text, the less does an illustration have to say (2009-2010: 297, 299) . His emphasis on non-literality strengthens the case for illustrations not being translations.
Ad. 4. Although it is not a feature particularly underscored in the discipline (which pays more attention to the fact that one text may generate multiple renditions), a translation refers back to one source text. Even in the case of textual variants, in a particular place a particular single segment of the original becomes the basis for translation -a segment recognized as canonical, although perhaps collated with several textual variants. There must also be segments of the bi-text corresponding to each other in a linear sequence. An illustration, even if related to a particular episode of the verbal layer, can bring together and fuse various elements of its source. It may also be inserted in various places of the edition, which testifies to its weaker relation with the verbal segment to which it owes its origin. Moreover, certain illustrations can equally well illustrate totally different texts -they sometimes even cross national barriers in that: the same prints by Stanisław Wyspiański that had served as vignettes in a turn-of-the-20 th -century Polish literary magazine were inserted into a 2006 Russian edition of translations from the Polish modernist poet Bolesław Leśmian (Лесьмян 2006: 13, 55, 101, 175, 263; see analysis in: Kaźmierczak 2010: 325-342) .
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From Intersemiotic Translation to Intersemiotic Aspects of Translation While many an illustration may potentially complement a range of books as a cover, an adapted graphic novel unequivocally refers to a single source text, which attests to the translational character of the relation between the two (compare Fig. 2 and 3) .
The cover for a Polish edition of Heart of Darkness (the colophon does not name its designer), and the graphic novel Heart of Darkness by Catherine Anyango and David Zane Mairowitz prove to be, respectively, a complementation and a transmutation of the same text by Joseph Conrad. In turn, an original graphic novel or a comic book also undermine the concept of illustration as translation. The cooperation of artists suggests complementation, whereas when both semiotic channels are created by the same author, probably neither of them is a self-translation.
The uniqueness of the relation could perhaps be challenged as one of the criteria of translational nature, on the ground that in contemporary culture intersemiotic translation often entails merging various texts into one. Indeed, Carlo Testa in his classification of film adaptations includes hypertextual recreations, i.e. ones which incorporate more than one text by a given author (2002: 19; he applies this framework to, e.g., Visconti's Death in Venice, 2002: 183-201) . Such is, in fact, also the case of Anyango and Mairowitz, who have embedded in Heart of Darkness excerpts from Conrad's Congo Diary. A similar example in Polish, equally complex semiotically, is the (television productions: 1954, 1973, 1978, 1998) into which its translator-adaptor Julian Tuwim integrated a subplot relating to the play The Government Inspector (here the intersemiotic translation additionally makes use of interlingual mediation). Yet principally we are dealing with intertextuality: you know that you are perceiving a graphic version of Heart of Darkness, with overt (Mairowitz signals them in the introduction and the interpolations appear under the header Congo Diary) references to another text; you know that you are watching a theatrical rendition of Gogol's short story, with a certain thread added with a view to activating new allusive meanings. Moreover, even if the sources are plural, the link with them remains a single one -Khlestakov's subplot does not refer to, say, any comedy set in the 19 th -century Russian back country, but to a specific work. The overt quotations in Anyango and Mairowitz's text have one intertextual address, Congo Diary, whereas the illustration shown for comparison (Fig. 2) potentially connotes any novel whose action takes place on a river, from The African Queen to The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.
My intention is by no means to negate the importance of studying the ways in which visual arts transpose words, nor to question the significance of enquiry into illustrations for translation studies (see further in the paper). I only argue against taking it for granted that illustrations (or musicalizations) are by definition translations. Even when the graphic layer in microscale is based on a verbal text, in the macroscale many scholars show preference for more guarded terms and for emphasizing interactions. Hence, for instance, Sylvia Liseling Nilsson's "dialogue," derived from Bakhtin's concepts (2012: 227 in the context of illustrations; 41-45 for the Bakhtinian context of her study) or "visual interpretation" (Imperowicz-Jurczak 2014). I also intend to draw attention to misleading suggestions inherent in terminology like "translating pictures" (O'Sullivan 2006) or "graphic translation" (Jankowski 2014) , if it is not the image that is subject to translation, but rather the verbal text. To compare, for Liangyu Fu (2013) "translating illustrations" actually means transforming the visuals and Tamara Brzostowska-Tereszkiewicz construes "graphic(al) translation" as replacing verbal text with graphic signs (2016: 170-180) .
One more remark in this section, to refute the possible objection that introducing the notion of semiotic complementation complicates rather than facilitates categorizing some phenomena. Audio description, whichin keeping with the consensus in the discipline -has been classified above as an instance of intersemiotic translation, complements other elements of a film, and can be perceived as its semiotic enrichment, as adding another layer to the verbal auditory channel, already comprising the dialogues and possible background voices. Yet, at the same time, audio description is a prototypical case of replacing one semiotic code by another and for this segment of the audience for whom it was devised (see Benecke 2004 on this aspect), for the blind, it substitutes one of the channels of the cinematic message -the visual. Other contexts, e.g. its use in museums, demonstrate as well that for the blind, audio description fulfils the function of representing visual art objects, which confirms its translational nature. Therefore, the differentiation between complementation and transmutation helps define with more precision the functions and status of AD, which change depending on the recipients and their needs -those resulting from sensory deprivation but also others: aesthetic or cognitive ones (nowadays AD plays a role in education, in developing cognitive abilities -cf. Krejtz et al. 2012 ; Gottlieb, in a related case, calls such an intersecting of functions "translation crossover," 2007: 37).
Intersemiotic aspects of interlingual translation
Unquestionably, intersemiotic translation often coexists and overlaps with interlingual one. Polysemiotic works (some of which may be products of intersemiotic translation) which contain verbal elements are frequently translated into other natural languages. An interlingual translation of a polysemiotic work/text may not be an especially handy term, but it is a precise one. It should not be "cut short" to "intersemiotic translation" when a film, a graphic novel, a computer game, a song, an opera, etc. is translated from language to language. What takes place then is interlingual translation in the process of which it is obligatory to take into account other semiotic codes / layers constituting the work.
Admittedly, these kinds of translation are rather particular and therefore specific names, definitions, and subdisciplines have been developed in many cases: melic 18 (vocal) translation, audiovisual translation, localization (cf. Table 1 ). However, since some scholars apply the term "intersemiotic translation" to these subtypes, let me explain my claim in more detail. ). Yet this is contrary to the essential idea of transmutation, since no change of semiotic form occurs. A film translated from language A into language B continues to be a film, it remains in the same semiotic system (exactly like a remake in relation to its screen original). Even conceptualizing this operation as a "transfer between two semiological complexes," as Tomaszkiewicz justly postulates (2006: 100), does not remove its fundamental incompatibility with the definition of intersemiotic translation by Jakobson and by Toury, with the requirement of code change. As Aline Remael observes, "in multimedia translation, we are not really dealing with intersemiotic translation, i.e., translation from one semiotic system to another, but with the translation of texts and intertextuality" (2001: 13-14) .
To move to a different field, a graphic novel based on Heart of Darkness is an intersemiotic translation, whereas rendering such a graphic novel from English into other natural languages is not. Renditions of Anyango and Mairowitz's work will be interlingual translations which should account for the intersemiotic context, i.e., for the coexistence of the layers constituting the text. Such an operation may, paradoxically, acquire traits of intralingual translation, if an existing target-language rendition of Conrad's novella is used (note the same name of the translator in the case of the Dutch versions of both texts: Anyango, Mairowitz 2011 and Conrad 1994 ; the Polish rendition of the graphic novel was published in 2017 by Magda Heydel who had translated Conrad in 2011 20 ). Nowadays intervention in the visual channel in foreign editions is already possible. Tilmann Altenberg and Ruth J. Owen state that translating comics may entail both rewriting the text and redrawing the image, combined in varied proportions (2015: 1). Still, graphic intervention is applied to a limited extent, 21 the more so since redrawing "goes against [the] foundations of authorship, meaning and aesthetics" (Gonçalves de Assis 2015: 253). In the case considered here, a systematic replacement would not only efface the relation with Anyango's work, but also remain (…) an intrasemiotic transformation.
22
A similar restriction should be imposed on terminology relating to the translation of verbal-only works which carry references to non-discursive media. Rendering from one natural language into another a text containing allusions to cinema or music does involve intersemiotic aspects, yet by no means constitutes an act of intersemiotic translation. The distinction, however, is not always observed. For instance, when discussing the rendering of Jean Tardieu's poem whose topic is the person and art of Henri Rousseau, Małgorzata Zawadzka asks in her title: "How do you translate a painting?" (2009: 213). She concludes: "Because of the continuous necessity to confront the text with paintings, the translator at times has the impression 20 See Jerzy Jarniewicz's text in the present issue of Przekładaniec for an analysis of this graphic novel as a transmutation and for bibliographic details.
21 Elżbieta Skibińska writes about the image as unalterable in foreign-language editions of comic books. She points to certain advantages of this situation -not necessarily taken in publication practice-for intercultural communication (cf. Skibińska 2008: 230-242) .
22 It is precisely as intrasemiotic translation that Rachel Weissbrod and Ayelet Kohn (2015) describe re-illustrating comic books while leaving the verbal text intact (within the same language). Admittedly, there occurs an evident change of aesthetic code -which was the intent of the transformations -but the result of this operation is a semiotic complex of the same kind (translating from comics into comics).
of translating a painting, not a poem. A painting created partly by Henri Rousseau and partly by the poet" (2009: 219; trans. Mine -M.K.). The paper focuses on French to Polish translation proper, except in the title and in the final metaphor, and it is in this frame that the concept of intersemiotic translation becomes so diluted. The "painting" which the translator has "the impression" of translating does not, in fact, exist, as the addition about the "joint authorship" discloses. The metaphor enters the terminological field here, causing "terminological disturbances," to quote Balcerzan's phrase again.
Far from having the intention of introducing terminology and divisions for their own sake, I believe that making certain distinctions will allow us to see with greater precision what is and what is not an object for translation studies analysis. For instance, what is of (professional) interest to translation scholars is how a song is translated; they are not, strictly speaking, concerned with how a poem becomes a song -unless they compare the two processes as Krystyna Pisarkowa does (1998: 60-87 on "Ode to Joy": Schiller-Beethoven -K.I. Gałczyński's singable Polish version; though even here the scholar does not, actually, deal with musicalization but rather with the composer's textual operations). Analogically, painterly transmutations of literature become the object of translatological study only when matched with interlingual translation (e.g. Morriconi 2014 on Dante in Rossetti's twofold renditions). What deserves stressing, though, is that intersemiotic aspects of translation offer a promising and exceptionally rich field of enquiry. Let me enumerate certain issues worth exploring:
-verbal references to other media as a translation problem; -image as an obstacle and as a facilitation to text translation; -transfer of illustrations vs. creating new ones in the target culture; such analyses should simultaneously take the verbal text into account; 
Conclusion
Having drawn the map of intersemiotic aspects of translation, I would like to recapitulate the key points of the present argumentation. In whatever ways we broaden the understanding of the notion introduced by Jakobson as intersemiotic translation, its application should be restricted to transpositions from one sign (semiotic) system to another. Consequently, if intersemioticity is understood as all sorts of reference of a verbal text to non-discursive media and arts, then translation of works containing such references should not be called intersemiotic translation, since no change of code occurs; neither does it take place in audiovisual translation (translating a poem into a poem, film into a film, etc., does not have intersemiotic character).
Secondly, the scope of the term should be limited to phenomena which are of a translational nature. Semiotic transformations which entail adding a new code to an existing work, rather than changing its code, do not actually fit Jakobson's definition and, in view of this, the notion of (inter)semiotic complementation has been proposed here.
In turn, translating between natural languages a polysemiotic work, or a verbal text which refers to non-discursive media, constitutes an interlingual transfer accommodating intersemiotic aspects and should be studied from precisely such a perspective.
I believe that the proposed differentiation between intersemiotic translation as such, intersemiotic complementation of an existing work and intersemiotic aspects of interlingual translation can contribute to the clarity of defining research objectives. If the distinction is adopted, it becomes apparent that what is relevant for the discipline of translation studies is not intersemiotic translation in itself but its implications for interlingual translation: 1) translating poems, graphic novels, films, operas, etc. in a way which accommodates their inter-or polysemiotic nature and intersemiotic contexts; 2) taking into consideration intersemiotic aspects when studying such renditions. The difference perhaps accounts for the scarcity of translation studies research on transmutation underscored by Mona Baker and Teresa Tomaszkiewicz.
